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Organization name SACRENA

Your name Leah Ambwaya

7.1 What are the major lessons for GlobalGiving from this

organization?

1.It is important that an assesment of the projects is done before funds are released for purposes of relating whats

on the ground and whats on the proposal document.

2.Continous social audit through tweeter will compel the organisation to be accountable to stakeholders

7.2 What does this organization most require to become more successful on GlobalGiving?

1.There is an overwhelming need for institutional capacity building in SACRENA in areas of organisational management,project management and systems management.Rights based approach

to the management is an area that needs funding for this organisation.

2.There is need for a youth friendly resource and counselling centre with facillities that will offer information in areas that concern young people eg HIV and AIDS,Drug and substance

abuse,carrer and employment,scholarships and other opportunities.This will give the youth the feeling of ownership and respected partners of SACRENA.

7.3 What does this organization most require to become more

effective in general?

The Organisation needs institutional capacity building and good governance.

7.4 Organization’s overall monitoring: How do they measure

outputs, track towards outcomes, and ultimately measure

life-changing impact on the people served?

The organisation does not have any monitring and evaluation tools even as basic as simple reports or feedback

from benefeciaries.

7.5 Nonstandard accounting practices: Did anything suggest

possible misuse of funds?

Since we were not given any financial records or reports it was hard for us to conclude whether the funds had

been misused.

7.6. What obstacles did you face working with this organization? We faced no obstacles during the evaluation process.

7.7. What would you change about our evaluation process? The evaluation process is fine,however in order to be able to reach out to more beneficiaries randomly to collect

views ,the exercise requires more than one day per project but not more than two.
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